
User journey

Tina is made aware of the 
’’SuDS Super Designer’’ 

tool by a colleague as she 
is designing a new site for 

the property developer who 
is requesting sustainability 

additions be made. 

Returning to the office, she 
begins designing the site on the 
platform and utilises the SuDS 
Compare and SuDS Certified 

tools to ensure she’s designing 
within the guidelines and for the 

best price.   

She shares her designs on 
the platform with all the 
stakeholders who need 
to work from them and 

provide evidence (including 
Builders, the Local Authority, 

Developers etc.).

She collects the evidence and 
once the first draft is complete, 

she receives an auto-report letting 
her know she’s missing two key 

documents before she can submit.  

Tina gets the outstanding 
documentation she needs and 

submits the designs to her 
stakeholders for a final review.

SuDS Compare 
A web tool providing direct comparison of the costs and benefits of all 
available options, assisting the user in choosing the best SuDS for their needs.

SuDS Certified 

Digital evidence base available for all stakeholders to contribute to,  
proving the SuDS design is complete (adheres to the 4 pillars), considered  
and compliant.

SuDS Resource Database
Database full of helpful links to access design details and guidance on 
everything SuDS related, including existing excellent resources from multiple 
stakeholders.  

Auto SuDS Report
Automatic report generation demonstrating the design and confirming the 
documentation required for all stages of planning. 

Stakeholders to engage

The SuDS design and planning process is fragmented, expensive  
and inaccessible. 

Local Authorities 
To provide regulation inputs in the algorithms and encourage designers to use 
it as part of early design consultation processes with each authority.

Developers
To work directly with the designers when planning SuDS solutions in property 
development plans, improving communication between the groups. 
 
Planners 
To work directly with the designers when planning SuDS solutions in property 
development plans.

Designers
As a designer, I need to ensure the design process is transparent and that my 
designs are easy to understand and share amongst stakeholders. I need to be 
confident that what I’m designing actually works and is sustainable for the 
specific site. Additionally, I need an easy way to compare and contrast my 
SuDS design solutions with others. 

Big insight Features

Target customer

An interactive and easy to use tool for designing and sharing 
effective and compliant SuDS.

SuDS Super Designer


